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Beta Test
Martin Pipe tries the Esprit Beta, a mid-price interconnect
cable from the middle of France.

N

ew to my ears are
Esprit, who have been
making cables in rural
central France for a
quarter-century. As is so
frequent in this industry
its founder, lifelong “music and hi-fi
fan” Richard Cesari, was inspired by a
desire to satisfy his personal requirements. His modus operandi was to
“select the best materials for every
part of each type of cable, and then
assemble them in the best possible
way”. Cesari draws an analogy with
that other great French export, cuisine: “If you don’t know how to combine the ingredients, you can have the
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best produce available...yet get it all
wrong”.
Evidently, he got the recipe right.
Friends and local enthusiasts heard
the difference those home-made
interconnects made to Cesari’s hi-fi
system and, impressed, asked him
for ones of their own. As the word
spread, Cesari - whose daytime
job was in ‘electro-mechanics’
- decided to turn his hobby into a
business. Twenty-five years later and
Esprit is responsible for no fewer
than nine hand-made ranges that
cover all bases – power, 'speakers
and interconnects both digital and
analogue. At the top of the tree is the
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“laboratorystandard” Gaïa
range, where a 1.8m pair of
phono-to-phono interconnects will
set you back a jaw-dropping £15,800!
We’re however looking at the
more modest ‘Beta’ range - one step
up from Esprit’s entry-level ‘Alpha’
proposition. A 1.8m pair of Beta
phonos, as reviewed here, works out
at a rather more affordable £540.
They are, within the constraints of
their pricing, designed to deliver a
“neutral but fluid sound, combined
with accurate details”. To meet
this objective for the Beta, Cesari
specifies 5N copper (“99.999%
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pure OCC”) for the conductors,
structured “symmetrically” (rather
than coaxially) for the best result. In
other words the individually-insulated
signal and ground wires are laid
side-by-side, giving the Beta an ‘oval’
cross-section. For the insulation,
Esprit research determined that
the use of two different synthetic
materials - “one soft, one hard” worked best.
Also unique to Esprit is what
Cesari calls “progressive
shielding” - an

innovation that has trickled down
from the firm’s higher-end ranges.
The goal is to combine the best of
shielded and unshielded cabling
to optimise factors like
dynamics, tonal
balance and
noise. And
how is this
achieved?
“On
the first
third of
the cable”
we’re told “there is no shielding.
One layer of shielding covers the
next third...while on the final third,
two layers of shielding are used”.
The result, Cesari claims, is a “true
combination of the qualities of
shielded and unshielded cables in
terms of silence, bandwidth, dynamics
and details”.
That’s possibly why the Beta is a
rather substantial interconnect with woven nylon outer jacket,
it’s 12mm wide and rather
heavy. Take care if you’re
using it with, say, a headphone
amplifier or phono stage as small
items could be dragged to their
deaths! The ‘lockable’ silver-plated
phono plugs fitted to both ends of
the Beta are of excellent quality.
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Here, the plug’s collar is rotated to
ensure a tight fit to the socket barrel.
In my case, the sockets belonged to
an Arcam A49 integrated amp, and
thence Quadral Aurum Wotan VIII
speakers.
Sources locked to the other
end of the cable - which is fitted
with a ferrite RF noise canceller at
the output end - included a Chord
Hugo TT DAC, fed from a PC via
asynchronous USB, and a Cambridge
Audio Edge NQ Network streamer.
Another was an analogue FM tuner,
which was used - in addition to
Radio 3 listening - as a quick and
easy source of interstation pink
noise for a day or so run-in. Not a
musical experience, admittedly,
but recommended nevertheless;
I was told that although Esprit
products “have been run in
at the factory in France, they
take a bit of burning-in” to
give their best.
This done, I could now
enjoy the music. The claims
made by Esprit can be justified,
the Beta being able to convey
micro-details without compromising
neutrality. The maverick screening
approach taken by Esprit works, no
problems with induced noise being
evident - even during quiet passages.
Lead guitars, vocals and the sheer
range of keyboard instruments played
by Rick Wakeman in the timeless Yes
recording of Close to the Edge (24bit) were effortlessly-communicated.
Yet for all this, no tonal imbalance
that may favour midrange frequencies
is introduced.
Furthermore, Wakeman’s pipeorgan solo, which was recorded
in Barbican’s medieval St Gileswithout-Cripplegate Anglican church,
sounded palpably richer and fuller
than I’ve heard via some other
interconnects. A 1993 recording of
Sibelius’ Finlandia (Sargent/Vienna
Philharmonic, CD rip) and Radio 3
concerts left me with the distinct
impression that the Betas can
convince in imaging terms, while
Talking Heads’ Remain in Light (24bit) proved - and compellingly so
- that they are no slouch when it
comes to pace and timing either.

CONCLUSION
I haven’t come across Esprit cables
before, but am glad I did. The Beta,
which eschews traditional coaxial
practice, is a fine musical performer
and worthy of consideration if
you’re after a mid-market phono
interconnect.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
£300 (0.6m);
£420 (1.2m);
£660 (2.4m)

ESPRIT BETA
(RCA) £540
(1.8M VERSION,
AS REVIEWED)
OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best,
VERDICT

An intriguing proposition from
this French manufacturer.
Worth a listen.

FOR

- detailed and communicative
- excellent build quality

AGAINST

- rather heavy
- impractical for smaller
items
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